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Abstract

Intensity modulated radiation therapy ultimately strives to achieve both
tumor control and healthy organ protection, a conflict which is physically
impossible to avoid. A compromise must be made where the radiation has as
close conformity to the tumor as possible and the damage to adjacent tissue
is minimized. This is obtained by treatment planning, an optimization of
the radiation conformity to the tumor.

The conformity optimization function known as the dose fall o↵ function
assumes uniform dose declination outside the tumor and the declination
rate is determined manually by experience from the treatment planner. The
function impact on treatment quality is highly dependent on patient geom-
etry, beam positions and the human factor.

In this thesis a new conformity optimization function is based on data from
actual radiation interaction measurements and penalizes excessive dose com-
pared to expected dose for maximally conformal beam paths.

The new optimization model was applied to data from a prostate cancer case
for step-and-shoot intensity modulated radiation therapy. The optimization
function achieves conformity comparable to the conformity achieved by the
dose fall o↵ function, while limiting the human factor influence on treatment
quality. Further evaluation is required but the function is expected to be
applicable to patient cases in general and for other treatment techniques
than step-and-shoot intensity modulated radiation therapy.
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Sammanfattning

Målet med intensitetsmodulerad str̊alterapi är att behandla tumören och
samtidigt bevara närliggande friska organ. Denna konflikt är fysikaliskt
omöjlig att undvika och en kompromiss görs där det eftersträvas att f̊a en
str̊alningsfördelning i patienten som överensstämmer med tumörens form,
med tillräcklig dos i tumören och s̊a lite dos som möjligt i närliggande organ.
Detta utförs i en behandlingsplan, en optimering av str̊alningsfördelningen.

Dagens optimering använder en modell där str̊alningsdosen avtar linjärt
utanför str̊alen och takten i avtagandet ställs manuellt av en erfaren dos-
planerare. Den resulterande behandlingsplanen p̊averkas kraftigt av olika
faktorer, främst patientgeometri, str̊alpositioner och mänsklig faktor.

I detta examensarbetet presenteras en ny optimeringsmodell för behan-
dlingsplanen som eftersträvar str̊aldosen snabbt ska avta utanför tumören.
Modellen är baserad p̊a mätningar av str̊alnings växelverkan med vävnad.

Optimeringen har används p̊a data som kommer fr̊an ett prostatacancer-
fall som behandlats med ”step-and-shoot” intensitetsmodulerad str̊alterapi.
Liknande prestanda som för dagens optimering har uppmätts, medan man
undviker inverkan av den mänskliga faktorn. Innan metoden kan användas
mer regelmässigt krävs mer utvärdering, d̊a fler patientfall och andra behan-
dlingsmetoder än ”step-and-shoot” intensitetsmodelerad str̊alterapi behöver
undersökas.
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Abbreviations

Table 1: Abbreviations used in this thesis. The terms and their context are
further explained in the listed sections.

3D-CRT Three dimensional conformal radiation therapy 1.2.4
BEV Beam’s eye view 1.2.3
CT Computed tomography 1.2.2
D2 Dose absorbed in 2% of the ROI volume 2.3
D98 Dose absorbed in 98% of the ROI volume 2.3
DVH Dose volume histogram 1.2.3
IMRT Intensity modulated radiation therapy 1.2.4
MLC Multileaf collimator 1.1.1
Linac Linear particle accelerator 1.1.1
OAR Organ at risk 1.2.2
PTV Planning target volume 1.2.2
ROI Region of interest 1.2.2
SAD Source to axis distance 2.1.2
SDD Source to diaphragm distance 1.1.1
SSD Source to surface distance 1.1.1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, at least half of the Swedish cancer patients undergo radiation therapy
during their period of sickness. As a consequence of the treatment, healthy
organs surrounding the tumor are more or less irradiated as well. Careful
treatment planning is required for achieving the best possible outcome for
the patient; recovery as well as retained quality of life.[1]

In the treatment planning, treatment goals are stated and prioritized to
enable optimal irradiation machine settings. This is performed by defining
prioritized treatment goals as weighted optimization functions and optimiz-
ing the treatment plan. If optimization functions for tumor coverage and
healthy organ protection are given too much leeway, tissue can be unneces-
sarily irradiated. Radiation conformity to the tumor is therefore one pre-
ferred property of a desirable treatment plan, which might need to be stated
as a separate treatment goal by a function.

The conformity optimization function called the dose fall o↵ function pe-
nalizes dose distributions not declining fast enough or non-uniformly from
the tumor. Since it is a physical impossibility to achieve the same dose dec-
lination inside a beam as outside, an alternative approach of penalizing non
conformal dose distributions is formulated and evaluated in this thesis.

At the end of this chapter, the problem treated in this thesis is described
more in detail and the proposed solution is presented. But first, the corner-
stones of radiation therapy and radiation physics is introduced.
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1.1 Radiation

Several types of ionizing radiation are suitable for radiation treatment, such
as photons, electrons and ions. However, photons are most commonly used
in external radiation therapy [1] and in this section, photon production and
interaction with tissue is described.

1.1.1 Radiation production and delivery

In radiation therapy, photon production is commonly performed with a lin-
ear accelerator (linac). The linac comprises a copper tube; evacuated to
vacuum and divided by diaphragms of various size or copper discs. Elec-
trons are injected into the tube and interact with applied electromagnetic
waves, which causes the electrons to accelerate. The high-energy electrons
exit through a window in the form of a pencil beam, striking a target for
X-ray production by the Bremsstrahlung process. The result is a photon
beam in the MeV energy order of magnitude.[2]

Figure 1.1: The beam shape is modulated by jaws and a MLC. The image
is retrieved from RayStation.
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The radiation is delivered to the patient through a treatment head for beam
refinement, shaping and protection against radiation leakage. The X-ray
beam is produced at the beginning of the treatment head and quickly de-
limited in size by a fixed primary collimator. The beam intensity is made
uniform across the radiation field by a flattening filter placed after the col-
limator. Enclosing the filter, a foil prevents scattering photons to travel
further into the patient. After passing through an ionization chamber for
dose rate monitoring, the radiation reaches a rectangular opening provided
by two movable jaws. Fine scale adjustments of the beam shape are finally
performed by a second collimator; most often a multileaf collimator (MLC).
The MLC comprises movable leaves that can be positioned to ensure beam
conformity, see figure 1.1.[2]

1.1.2 Radiation interaction with tissue
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(a) The depth dose distribution with
build-up region superficially and ex-
ponential dose declination deeper in
the water phantom.
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(b) The dose profile distributions
with penumbra regions at the beam
edges. The penumbra width increases
with water depth.

Figure 1.2: Measured dose distribution in a water phantom, for an Elekta
Syn MLCi 6 MV photon beam with field size 10⇥ 10 cm2.

The ionizing photons cause DNA strand breakage in cells as the photons
interact, either directly with DNA molecules or secondarily by liberating
free radicals, which in turn interact with the DNA molecule.[3] The amount
of absorbed radiation energy per mass of tissue is measured as absorbed
dose in the SI unit gray (Gy)[2].
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Depth dose distribution

The beam energy will decrease as photons travel through the tissue, inter-
acting with tissue atoms and spreading according to the inverse square law.
The radiation intensity I = I0e

�µd in a monochromatic beam declines expo-
nentially with depth d and matter specific linear attenuation coe�cient µ.
The radiation intensity in a heterogeneous beam used for radiation therapy
can not directly be described as I = I0e

�µd since the several wavelengths
and the radiation absorbed in treatment head structures will a↵ect the ra-
diation intensity declination.[3] Superficial in the tissue, the dose will not
decrease exponentially at all, since the created secondary electrons will con-
tinue further into the tissue before absorption and the build-up region hence
appears [1]. Photons interact similarly in water and tissue and an example
of a depth dose curve measured in water phantom can be seen in figure 1.2a.

Dose profile distribution

At the edge of a collimated beam, a region called penumbra appears. In this
region, the dose rate changes rapidly as a function of distance from the beam
central axis. The penumbra origins primarily from the source geometry but
also from photon transmission in the treatment head and photon scattering
in the tissue.

• Radiation transmission occurs if the inner surfaces of the MLC edges
are parallel to the central axis of the beam and not parallel to the
diverging photons, causing some radiation to pass through the MLC.

• Scattered photons will increase as the radiation travels through the
tissue and some of these photons will contribute to the dose in the
penumbra region.

• The physical size and placement of the source will a↵ect the width of
the geometric penumbra. The penumbra width increases with source
size s and source to surface distance (SSD) and decreases with source to
diaphragm distance (SDD). The geometric penumbra width is defined
as

P
d

=
s(SSD + d� SDD)

SDD
(1.1)

at depth d from the surface of a patient.[2]

The width of the total physical penumbra, including the width of the trans-
mission, scattering and geometry penumbra, is typically defined from a dose
profile as the distance between the position for 80% and 20% of the central
axis dose of that depth [4]. The beam edge is typically defined as the po-
sition for 50% of the central axis dose of that depth [5]. An example of a
dose profile distribution can be seen in figure 1.2b.
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1.2 The radiation therapy care chain

Radiation therapy is often combined with other cancer treatment techniques,
such as surgery or chemotherapy. The entire care chain for treating cancer
is long and often demands several medical areas of expertise. The radia-
tion therapy part of the care chain begins with tumor and healthy organ
identification via tumor region imaging. Each tumor and potentially irra-
diated healthy organ are assigned dose goals by an oncologist; desired dose
to the tumor and acceptable dose to the healthy organs. The dose goals
are specified in a treatment plan software, which determines the appropri-
ate irradiation machine settings for achieving the desired irradiation result.
Finally, the treatment is executed according to the plan in fractions, as this
gives the maximum biological e↵ect on the tumor cells.[1]

1.2.1 Patient position

Ensuring a static patient position during the tumor imaging and entire ra-
diation treatment is of utmost importance. Even the slightest position al-
teration influences the radiation therapy e↵ect, the patient is thus carefully
fixated on a treatment couch.[1]

In external radiation therapy, the patient is normally irradiated from several
directions by rotating the radiation source around the patient and turning
the patient couch. The point of which the radiation source rotates around is
called the isocenter and ideally, the tumor center is placed in the isocenter
[6]. Two angles specifies every position of the radiation source relative to
the patient; the gantry angle ✓

g

is defined as the angle at which the radia-
tion source is placed and the couch angle ✓

c

is defined as the angle at which
the couch is placed. Since the patient position is static in the treatment
room, patient geometry can be described in coordinate systems relative to
the treatment room or machine.[7]
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1.1.2 Patient coordinate system in the DICOM export
DICOM exported dose follows the DICOM standard, with the positive x-axis towards the patients left
arm, the positive z-axis towards the patient head and the positive y-axis towards the patient back.
The coordinate system follows the patient orientation: head first or feet first, supine or prone.
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XP 

YP 

ZP 

XP 

Figure 2. The patient coordinate system in the DICOM export follows the DICOM standard.
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1 INTRODUCTION

(a) DICOM patient-based coordinate
system. Image retrieved from the
RayStation manual [7].

1.1.1 The patient coordinate system
The patient coordinate system is oriented with the positive x-axis towards the patients left arm, the
positive y-axis towards the patient head and the positive z-axis towards the patient breast. The
coordinate system follows the patient orientation: head first or feet first, supine or prone. The
RayStation 4.0 dose and the dose difference distributions are all visualized in the patient coordinate
system. In general, in RayStation the patient coordinates are reported as Left-Right (left-right = x
+/-), Inf-Sup, I-S (inferior-superior = y +/-) and Post-Ant, P-A (posterior-anterior = z -/+).
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Figure 1. The patient coordinate system.

Note: Patient positions Head First Supine (HFS), Head First Prone (HFP), Feet First Supine
(FFS) and FFP (Feet First Prone) are supported by RayStation 4.0.
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(b) Patient-based coordinate system.
Image retrieved from the RayStation
manual [7].
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(c) Machine coordinate system ro-
tated by the couch angle ✓c. Image
adjusted from the RayStation manual
[7].
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(d) Machine coordinate system ro-
tated by the gantry angle ✓g. Image
adjusted from the RayStation manual
[7].

Figure 1.3: Cartesian coordinate systems describing the patient position
relative the treatment room and machine.
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The DICOM patient-based coordinate system, see figure 1.3a, is defined as
a Cartesian coordinate system with the positive x-axis towards the left hand
side of the patient, the positive y-axis towards the back of the patient and
the positive z-axis towards the head of the patient [8].

The patient-based coordinate system, see figure 1.3b, is defined as a Carte-
sian coordinate system with the positive x-axis towards the left hand side
of the patient, the positive y-axis towards the head of the patient and the
positive z-axis towards the face of the patient [7].

The machine coordinate system, see figures 1.3c and 1.3d, is defined as
a Cartesian coordinate system with origin in the isocenter. For a gantry
and couch angle of zero, an observer facing the irradiation machine will find
the positive x-axis to the right, the positive y axis towards the machine and
the positive z axis towards the radiation source.[7]

1.2.2 Tumor and healthy organ identification

The three dimensional patient imaging is commonly performed with Com-
puted Tomography (CT), which images the patient at di↵erent planes and
superimposes the entire image set. The three dimensional volume is divided
into voxels, and identified regions of interest (ROIs) can be defined in a
treatment planning software as in figure 1.4a,1.4b and 1.4c.[1]
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(a) Transveral CT image plane.

(b) Coronal CT image plane.

(c) Sagittal CT image plane.

Figure 1.4: A prostate cancer treatment case with five ROIs visualized; the
pink prostate (PTV), the yellow bladder (OAR), the blue left and right
femoral heads (OARs) and the green rectum (OAR). The images are re-
trieved from RayStation.
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The tumor constitutes the treatment target and to achieve tumor control,
the irradiated volume must include all tumor cells. The planning target
volume (PTV) includes:[1]

• regions with known tumor growth

• regions with probable tumor growth, situated close to the known tumor
or regional lymph nodes often a↵ected by the particular tumor type

• a margin taking movements, size, shape, position and treatment vari-
ations into account

Healthy organs probably a↵ected by the radiation are referred to as organs
at risk (OARs). To evaluate the severity of irradiation, each OAR can be
classified according to radiation sensitivity:[1]

• Class I: radiation damages cause death or severe sickness

• Class II: radiation damages cause moderate or mild sickness

• Class III: radiation damages cause mild, possible transient, sickness or
does not cause any sickness

1.2.3 Treatment plan evaluation
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Figure 1.5: The ROI volumes are plotted versus the absorbed dose in a DVH
for a prostate cancer treatment case.
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To evaluate a treatment plan, the dose distribution in the patient can be
visualized by radiation simulations in the planning images and in a dose vol-
ume histogram (DVH), see figure 1.5. The DVH visualizes the ROI dose dis-
tribution by plotting the organ volume absorbing certain radiation dosage.
However, a DVH does not enable localization of which ROI part is absorb-
ing certain dosage.[1] An ideal, however not achievable, plan with maximum
target coverage and OAR protection is viewed as step-function DVHs, where
100% of the PTV volume absorbs the desired target dose and 100% of the
OAR volumes absorb zero Gy.

(a) A BEV image of a treatment plan with
poor conformity.

(b) A BEV image in a treatment plan
with desirable conformity.

Figure 1.6: The MLC shaping the beam is enclosing a pink prostate PTV in
two di↵erent treatment plans. The images are retrieved from RayStation.

By viewing the MLC leaf positions from the beam’s eye view (BEV), confor-
mity can be evaluated. BEV beam paths resembling the BEV target outline
achieves target coverage and OAR protection to a high extent. An example
of poor conformity can be seen in figure 1.6a and an example of desirable
conformity can be seen in figure 1.6b.
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1.2.4 External irradiation techniques

Several external irradiation techniques exists for radiation therapy and be-
low, three common techniques are described.

Three dimensional conformal radiation therapy

To minimize the irradiation of surrounding healthy tissues, the radiation
beam can be spatially shaped to resemble the cross sectional target out-
line. This is referred to as a conformal beam shape in the lateral direction.
In three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT), the radiation
beam irradiates the target from several directions while the beam shape is
modulated, most often by a MLC. By using a treatment planning system,
the three dimensional dose distribution can be computed and the appro-
priate settings for the MLC is decided, which ensures target coverage with
minimum irradiation of OARs.[9]

Intensity modulated radiation therapy

The intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) technique is common
today, in which the beams are modulated as in 3D-CRT with the addition
that the fluence varies across the cross section of the beam (i.e. the inten-
sity is modulated). The fluence variation enables a higher conformity to the
target since depth dose variations can be created additionally to the lateral
dose variations.[10]

The intensity modulation can be created by attenuating the beam by plac-
ing blocks, wedge filters, or compensators in the beam. A MLC can also
be used for intensity modulation, which is convenient since a MLC is most
often used for enabling lateral conformity as well. There are three IMRT
techniques today using the MLC for intensity modulation.[11]

• In step-and-shoot IMRT, the MLC shape is altered between irradia-
tion segments and the superimposed beam path constitute the fluence
variation.

• In sliding windows IMRT, the fluence variation is created by moving
the MLC leaves while the beam is turned on.

• In intensity modulated arc therapy, the fluence variation is created by
moving the MLC leaves while the beam is turned on and simultane-
ously rotating around the patient.
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Stereotactic radiation therapy

Another three-dimensional technique is stereotactic radiation therapy, in
which photon focal beams irradiate small targets and the dose prescription
accuracy is high. The technique is often used for brain tumors and it is
utterly important with conformity.[11] If the target is small, it is better to
irradiate the target without margins but achieve over-dosage [12].

1.3 Inverse treatment planning

Before any treatment is performed, a treatment plan is designed. The aim
of the plan is to find the machine settings achieving the desired dose dis-
tribution prescribed by an oncologist. 3D-CRT can be planned in a quite
straight forward, yet time consuming, manner by calculating how altering
beam paths a↵ects the dose distribution in the patient, and checking if this
corresponds well to the prescribed dose. However, the IMRT technique has
extensive degrees of freedom and the optimal treatment plan thus needs to
be computed with a method called inverse planning.[10]

The inverse planning begins with specifying the treatment goals for a cho-
sen number of beams with specified alignment. Based on these goals, the
required machine settings are computed to obtain the optimal treatment
possible. This is achieved by optimizing the patient dose distribution given
the goals of the treatment.[10]

1.3.1 Optimization

An optimization model describes the real world in constrained mathemati-
cal variables and an optimization function dependent therefrom. Since the
optimization model is merely a description of the real world, it is important
to find a model where the problem is reasonably described while maintain-
ing good solvability. An optimization problem can generally be stated as
finding elements x in a set X that minimizes or maximizes an optimization
function f(x).[13]

In RayStation, the MLC leaf positions constitute the optimization vari-
ables. Since the dose distribution in the patient is related to the MLC leaf
positions, the optimization functions are functions of the dose distribution.
Function evaluation is performed in every iteration of the planning process
and between the iterations, the dose distribution is slightly altered. The
iterations continue until the function is minimized or maximized depending
on purpose, or has reached a preset number of iterations when the process
should stop.[14].
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1.3.2 Optimization functions

The desired outcome of the inverse planning optimization is specified by an
optimization function, which states the dose goals as mathematical func-
tions. The function is a sum of ROI specific constraint and objective func-
tions, where constraints must be fulfilled in the final solution and objectives
should be fulfilled as much possible. Since the objectives can be di↵erently
important to fulfill, a relative weight w

j

for the j voxels in the K set as-
sociated with the objective is introduced when all ROI specific objective
functions are summarized into the optimization function

F (d) =
X

j2K
w
j

f
j

(d). (1.2)

Several optimization functions of various types can be combined to achieve
the best treatment outcome and below, common functions are introduced
and situations in which they are beneficial are discussed.[15]

Maximum dose function

In the maximum function, a reference dose dref is specified as the maximum
acceptable dose in the ROI. The di↵erence between the dose level d

i

and the
reference dose in every voxel is summarized and weighted with the relative
volume of the voxels �v

i

according to

f(d) =
X

i2K
�v

i

✓
d
i

� dref

dref

◆2

. (1.3)

Dose values larger than the reference dose will result in an increase of the
function and smaller dose values will not be penalized. The function is
commonly used for class I OARs, in which the organ is unlikely to recover
from radiation damage.[15][16][17]

Minimum dose function

The minimum function is often applied to a target to achieve the required
dose for tumor control. The function is defined like a maximum dose func-
tion, but increases if dose values are lower than the reference dose.[15][16][17]
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Dose fall o↵ function

Figure 1.7: The dose fall o↵ function penalizes dose not declining fast enough
from the target.

The dose fall o↵ function increases target conformity and is applied to the the
surrounding tissue, comprising all tissue except the target. The function will
increase if the dose distribution deviates from the dose declination specified
by three parameters, see figure 1.7. The parameters are:[14]

• The high dose parameter represents desired dose in the target

• The low dose parameter represents acceptable dose in the surrounding
tissue

• The distance parameter represents where the dose will have declined
to the low dose from the high dose

Reference function

The reference function is beneficial if a desired DVH have been achieved
for a ROI but other ROI DVHs can be improved. Thus, a new plan can
be created for improving the other ROI DVHs while a reference function is
applied to the ROI with already desirable DVH. The reference function will
increase if the DVH deviates from the reference DVH.
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1.4 Problem description

To obtain the desired treatment plan, the weights of the objective functions
are adjusted manually until the priority of the treatment goals are correctly
reproduced in the plan. Since the appropriate weight of the objective func-
tion often highly rely on the patient geometry and beam setup, the planning
requires some experience and sometimes becomes time consuming as it is
hard to logically envision what the weights should be.

The desired plan is best accomplished if the optimization functions demands
exactly what is achievable. This is not practically feasible and two situa-
tions occur, either too much or too little is demanded by altering the weights.
When too much is demanded of the optimization system, the solution be-
comes highly weight dependent and absurd treatment plans are sometimes
suggested. When more could have been demanded from the optimization,
the solution does not depend as much on the weights but a better treatment
could have been planned for slightly higher demands.

1.4.1 Target conformity in IMRT plans

Studies comparing IMRT with non-IMRT techniques shows a general de-
crease in toxic e↵ects for IMRT treatments [18]. However, there are a few
studies showing that side e↵ects from the treatments are occasionally more
severe for IMRT compared to 3D-CRT. This might be a result of specified
optimization functions not demanding su�cient target conformity.[19]

The dose fall o↵ function controls target conformity but is hard to uti-
lize since three parameters have to be specified besides the weight. The
parameters provides a guess of the three dimensional dose distribution for
the desired plan and is restricted to distributions declining uniformly from
the target, with no consideration of beam position. The result might be
that dose necessary to obtain target coverage is penalized even though it is
physically impossible to remove it, which puts the treatment planner in a
quite bothersome seat when choosing parameters. To further complicate the
planning, the dose fall o↵ function e↵ect is not directly visible in the DVH
and opposing goals are di�cult to see [14].

In this thesis, a new conformity function aims to demand physically achiev-
able dose distributions to a higher extent than the dose fall o↵ function.
This is incorporated by stating conformal beam shapes as a treatment goal
and taking beam setup and patient geometry in consideration. The expecta-
tion is that the new function will be less weight dependent, since weights are
ideally not needed if all functions only demands the possible distribution.
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Chapter 2

Methods

In this thesis it is evaluated if a conformal beam shape can be defined to
be the treatment goal of the conformity optimization function. Since the
optimization goal is stated as absorbed dose, a correlation between beam
shape and absorbed dose must be found before the new optimization function
can be defined. Consequently, the beam shape is defined as dose values based
on radiation interaction measurements. The function is implemented and
evaluated in the RayStation version 3.99 treatment planning software.

2.1 The conformal beam shape

The conformal beam paths can be found by creating a three dimensional
projection of the target for every beam. That is, the target can be projected
similarly to how the beam diverges when traveling through the patient.
Consequently, a projection can be used to classify the surrounding tissue
voxels as inside or outside the conformal beam path. Information about
beam settings and patient geometry is retrieved from RayStation by scripts
and the optimization function interface.

2.1.1 Coordinate translation and rotation

The mentioned coordinate systems in section 1.2.1 are all used in this thesis.
In the RayStation treatment planning software, the DICOM patient-based
coordinate system is utilized in optimization calculations and the patient-
based coordinate system is utilized in the graphical interface.[7] All figures
in this thesis are in the patient-based coordinate system if not otherwise
specified. The machine coordinate system is utilized for handling voxels in
projections and henceforth the machine coordinate system is implied if not
otherwise specified.
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The process of finding the conformal beam path is performed for one beam
at a time. The first step involves coordinate system translation and rotation
since the voxel coordinates are given in the DICOM patient-based coordinate
system by RayStation and the projection is simplified if they are in a machine
coordinate system. Hence, the DICOM patient-based coordinate system is
first translated to the isocenter x

ic

, y
ic

, z
ic

and thereafter rotated by 90
degrees around the x axis, by the couch angle ✓

c

around the z axis and by
the gantry angle ✓

g

around the y axis. The rotational matrices are declared
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2.1.2 Three dimensional projection

The projected 2D coordinate of the 3D patient coordinate in an machine
coordinate system can be calculated according to

x2D = x3D
SAD � z

P

SAD � z3D

y2D = y3D
SAD � z

P

SAD � z3D

. (2.3)

The projection plane is placed at z
P

= 50 cm above the isocenter, con-
sequently always outside the patient. The distance between the isocenter
and source, known as the source to axis distance (SAD), is known from
RayStation.
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2.1.3 Coordinate mappings

A grid is constructed for classification of projected voxels and the grid pixels
determines the projection resolution. For the lateral distance �3D between
two voxels, the projected distance is determined by

�2D = �3D
SAD � z

P

SAD � z
. (2.4)

The projected distance depends on at which depth the voxels are situated
and is larger if the voxels have higher z-coordinates. If the pixel size is
defined too large, the di↵erentiation of voxels situated deeply will not be
accurate and if the pixel size id defined to small, the di↵erentiation of voxels
situated superficial will not be accurate. Hence, a trade o↵ of pixel size is
defined as the voxel size since the resulting classification is acceptable.

2.1.4 Subvoxels

The standard voxel size 0.3⇥0.3⇥0.3 cm3 in RayStation result in somewhat
rough voxel classifications. Therefore, subvoxels are created with the new
subvoxelsize 0.1 ⇥ 0.1 ⇥ 0.1 cm3 corresponding to a smallest radiated area
of 0.1 ⇥ 0.1 cm2. If all of the subvoxels are inside the target projection,
the entire voxel is considered as inside the target projection. One projected
beam can be seen in figure 2.1a for voxels and in 2.1b for subvoxels.
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(a) Based on 0.3⇥ 0.3⇥ 0.3 cm3 voxel size.

(b) Based on 0.1⇥ 0.1⇥ 0.1 cm3 voxel size.

Figure 2.1: One conformal beam path aligned at the target in the image
center, illustrated for the transversal patient direction in a prostate cancer
treatment. The three dimensional projection based on 0.3 ⇥ 0.3 ⇥ 0.3 cm3

voxel size does not define the beam path edge at the target outline, especially
on the right side of the target.
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2.1.5 Estimating the dose distribution

Depth dose distribution
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Figure 2.2: The depth dose distribution and estimated depth dose distribu-
tion for the utilized machine settings.

The depth dose distribution estimation D(d) is performed by fitting the
depth dose distribution with an exponential function, ignoring the closest
build-up region according to

D(d) = 113.51⇥ e�0.053d. (2.5)

The fitted distribution is plotted together with the depth dose distribution
in figure 2.2. Since the machine coordinate system is used in the projections,
the depth dose fit is defined as a function of z with the desired target dose
divided by the number of beams in the isocenter as in

D(z) =
TargetDose

NumberOfBeams
⇥ e0.053z. (2.6)
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Dose profile distribution
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(a) At 1.5 cm depth.
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(b) At 15 cm depth.

Figure 2.3: The dose profile distribution and the estimated dose profile
distribution for utilized machine settings.
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The dose profile distribution is fitted with a Heaviside function displaced
to the beam edge, resulting in an estimated dose profile distribution with
no penumbra region. The profile dose distribution estimation is compared
to the actual profile dose distribution in figure 2.3a at 1.5 cm depth and in
figure 2.3b at 15 cm depth.

Three dimensional dose distribution estimation

Each beam specific dose distribution can thereafter be superimposed to a
dose distribution comparable to the optimized dose distribution, see the
pseudo code of the procedure in algorithm 1. If a voxel is entirely outside
the beam paths, the entire beam set is viewed as one beam with uniform
target dose and the voxel is given 20% of the target dose as if it was situated
outside the beam set penumbra region.

Algorithm 1 Estimate the dose distribution

1: Assign each voxel a total dose value of zero
2: for each beam in the treatment plan do

3: Create target projection
4: Assign each voxel a beam specific dose value of zero
5: for each voxel in the surrounding tissue do

6: Find the projection index
7: if the index is inside the target projection then

8: Store the voxel in an index specific collection

9: for all index collections do
10: Increase the voxel dose with z corresponding depth dose

11: Add all beam specific dose values to total dose
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2.2 Radiation interaction optimization function

The optimization function ensuring conformal beam paths should increase
if the actual beam path is larger in the xy-plane. A too wide beam path can
be noticed as too high dose in regions outside the conformal beam bath.

The optimization function is stated as a maximum function with voxel spe-
cific reference dose dref

i

according to

f(d) =
X

i2K
�v

i

 
d
i

� dref
i

dref
i

!2

. (2.7)

The function is only evaluated if the dose d
i

is larger than the reference
dose found from the dose distribution estimations and to avoid unnecessary
computations, the dose distribution is only estimated when beam settings
are altered.

2.3 Function evaluation method

Evaluation of achieved conformity is complicated since there exists no gen-
erally established conformity measure. Hence, improved or impaired con-
formity is di�cult to prove especially since the conformity can be improved
by spending more time on optimizing as well. The optimization function
evaluation is thus divided into two parts:

• evaluating how the implementation of the function a↵ects the dose
distribution by comparing achieved treatment plans with a plan gen-
erated without conformity function

• evaluating weight dependency by comparing achieved treatment plans
with plans generated with the fall o↵ function

The evaluation is performed by regarding DVHs, dose simulations and BEV
MLC positions. To be able to see conformity in the DVH, a 2 cm wall ROI is
defined. The ROI is an uniform expansion of the PTV, increasing the radius
with 2 cm. If the conformity ROI DVH is lowered, the dose distribution is
declining faster and the plan is hence more confomal.

Dose statistics from the DVHs are analyzed to evaluate weight dependency:

• the PTV dose at 98% volume (D98) indicates under-dosage in the PTV

• the PTV dose at 2% volume (D2) indicates over-dosage in the PTV

• the 2 cm wall ROI average dose indicates conformity
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2.3.1 Inverse treatment planning in RayStation

The general work flow of the treatment planning in this thesis is:

• Import patient model (images, defined ROIs etc.)

• Create a plan and set up beams

• Add optimization functions to appropriate ROIs

• Run optimization

• Adjust optimization function weights until the treatment plan shows
desirable DVHs and dose

2.3.2 General machine and optimization settings

Table 2.1: Radiation machine information

Machine manufacturer Elekta
Machine name Syn MLCi
Treatment technique step-and-shoot IMRT
Modality Photons
Beam energy 6 MV
Number of fractions 25
Field size 10⇤10 cm2

SAD 100 cm

Table 2.2: General optimization settings

Maximum optimization iterations 60
Final dose computation Yes
Voxel size 0.3 ⇤ 0.3 ⇤ 0.3 cm3

Throughout the function evaluation, one radiation machine is utilized for
all treatment plans, see table 2.1. The same optimization settings are also
consequently applied throughout the function evaluation, see table 2.2, to
enable treatment plan comparisons.

In warm optimization restarts, the optimization is started from the solu-
tion found in the previous optimization and restarts are executed until the
final dose computation does not di↵er from the final optimization result,
which most often is one warm restart.
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2.3.3 Defining new optimization functions for RayStation

The optimization functions are developed for the RayStation treatment plan-
ning software. The functions are written in the C++ programming language
and integrated in RayStation by scripts written in the Iron Python pro-
gramming language. Scripts also retrieves certain information about the
treatment plan settings, such as number of beams and beam positions.

2.3.4 Prostate cancer patient case

Table 2.3: Prostate cancer treatment plan settings

Number of beams 7
Beam angles 30.0�, 80.0�, 130.0�, 180.5�,

230.0�, 280.0�, 330.0�

Isocenter In target center

The new optimization function is evaluated in treatment plans created for
a prostate cancer patient case. A prostate cancer case is geometrically rela-
tively simple, which makes the function e↵ect on the dose distribution more
easily observed. All the treatment plan settings are identical, see table 2.3.

Three types of plans are created for evaluation purposes; one with a dose fall
o↵ function applied to the surrounding tissue, one with no conformity func-
tion and one with the radiation interaction function applied to the surround-
ing tissue. The plans are respectively referred to as fall o↵, non-conformity
and radiation interaction plans.
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2.3.5 The standard DVH
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Figure 2.4: The standard DVH represents a plan with good target coverage
and OAR protection.

All plans generated for function evaluation utilizes reference functions refer-
ring to standard DVHs for PTV coverage and bladder plus rectum protec-
tion, thereby enabling function evaluation of mainly the conformity functions
and not the other ROI functions. The standard DVH is generated together
with the support of the treatment planning experienced supervisor Björn
H̊ardemark, and represents a plan with good target coverage and OAR pro-
tection. The achieved DVH can be seen in figure 2.4.
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2.3.6 Function evaluation treatment plans

Table 2.4: Optimization functions utilized in the treatment evaluation plans

ROI Function Dose Weight
Anterior rectum Reference dose - 10
Bladder Reference dose - 10
Femoral Head-LT Max dose 18 Gy 1
Femoral Head-RT Max dose 18 Gy 1
Prostate Reference dose (max) - 150
Prostate Reference dose (min) - 300

All the treatment evaluation plans are generated with the same OAR and
PTV optimization functions. The optimization functions can be seen in
table 2.4 and the utilized reference functions are referring to the ROI specific
standard DVH. The di↵erence between the function evaluation plans can be
found as:

• the non-conformity plan is generated without conformity function

• the fall o↵ plans are generated with a dose fall o↵ function with the
high dose value, low dose value and distance equal to 45 Gy, 15 Gy
and 2 cm respectively

• the radiation interaction plans are generated with the new radiation
interaction function
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Estimated dose distribution
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Figure 3.1: The estimated dose distribution in the surrounding tissue,
viewed in the transveral patient direction. Lighter color symbolizes higher
dose.
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Figure 3.2: The estimated dose distribution in the surrounding tissue,
viewed in the transversal patient direction. Lighter color symbolizes higher
dose.

The estimated dose distribution is viewed in the transversal patient direction
in figure 3.1. The dose distribution declines along the beam paths and the
superimposed dose distribution from all seven beams create the requested
dose at the target. In figure 3.2, it can be seen that distinct dose plateaus
appear in the dose distribution where the beams overlap. The computa-
tional time for finding the conformal beam paths and the performing dose
distribution evaluation is almost two minutes.
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3.2 Optimization function impact
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PTV: Non−conformal plan
PTV: RI plan low weight
PTV: RI plan high weight
2 cm wall: Non−conformal plan
2 cm wall: RI plan low weight
2 cm wall: RI plan high weight

Figure 3.3: As the radiation interaction function impact on the treatment
plan increases, higher conformity is achieved and this is observed as a lowered
2 cm wall ROI DVH. The e↵ect of increasing the function weight is impaired
PTV dose coverage.

Several treatment plans with increasing radiation interaction function im-
pact on the plan are created by increasing the function weight, see figure 3.3.
The 2 cm ROI wall DVH is lowered with increasing weight, which indicates
higher conformity. The PTV DVH is flattened with increasing weigh, which
indicates PTV coverage impairment.
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PTV: Non−conformal plan
PTV: Radiation interaction plan
2 cm wall: Non−conformal plan
2 cm wall: Radiation interaction plan

Figure 3.4: The conformity is increased with essentially no PTV coverage
impairment, viewed as lowered 2 cm wall ROI DVH for the radiation in-
teraction plan compared to the non-conformal plan and coincident PTV
DVHs.
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Figure 3.5: The non conformal plan dose distribution subtracted from a
radiation interaction plan dose distribution. The dose scale is percentage of
20 Gy where blue color represents reduced dose and red color represents in-
creased dose in the radiation interaction plan compared to the non-conformal
plan. Image retrieved from RayStation.
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(a) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 1 BEV MLC positions

(b) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 1 BEV MLC positions

(c) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 2 BEV MLC positions

(d) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 2 BEV MLC positions

(e) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 3 BEV MLC positions

(f) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 3 BEV MLC positions

(g) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 4 BEV MLC positions

(h) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 4 BEV MLC positions
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(i) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 5 BEV MLC positions

(j) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 5 BEV MLC positions

(k) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 6 BEV MLC positions

(l) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 6 BEV MLC positions

(m) The radiation interaction plan:
Beam number 7 BEV MLC positions

(n) The non-conformal plan:
Beam number 7 BEV MLC positions

Figure 3.6: MLC leaf positions in a radiation interaction plan and the non-
conformal plan. All MLC segments are superimposed in each BEV.Images
retrieved from RayStation.
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A radiation interaction treatment plan is created, where the function im-
pact is su�cient for higher conformity but insu�cient for PTV coverage
impairment compared to the non-conformal treatment plan. This is shown
by:

• the associated PTV DVHs coincident while the 2 cm wall ROI DVH
is lowered compared to the non-conformal plan, see figure 3.4.

• the MLC leaves from the BEV are enclosing the PTV to higher extent
compared to the non-conformal treatment plan, as can be seen in figure
3.6.

• the altered dose distribution is simulated in 3.5, where the non-conformal
treatment plan dose distribution is subtracted from the radiation inter-
action treatment plan dose distribution. The dose is reduced along the
beam edges and occasionally increased inside the beam paths with the
radiation interaction plan compared to the non-conformal treatment
plan.

3.3 Optimization function weight dependency
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Figure 3.7: The 2 cm wall ROI average dose decrease in percent is plotted
against the D98 impairment in percent.
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Figure 3.8: The 2 cm wall ROI average dose decrease in percent is plotted
against the D2 impairment in percent.
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Figure 3.9: The 2 cm wall ROI average dose decrease in percent is plotted
against the D2-D98 impairment in percent.

Treatment plans with di↵erently weighted radiation interaction optimization
functions are compared to treatment plans with di↵erently weighted dose fall
o↵ functions. The first comparison pair is chosen since they match in target
coverage and conformity. The function weight is thereafter doubled for the
following plans and the trend of conformity improvement relative target
coverage impairment can be seen in figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 The conformal beam path

The conformal beam path is based on a three dimensional projection and
is an estimation of the actual beam path. The dose from the beam path
is approximated to be absorbed as if the beam diverges from the radiation
source and declines exponentially with tissue depth. The photons will travel
through the tissue approximately as if they diverge. The absorbed dose
originating from secondary interactions by electrons cannot be described
by the proposed model. The three dimensional projection is nevertheless
expected to be a good approximation of the beam path, since the electron
radiation length is short compared to the beam path size and the dose will
mainly be absorbed inside the approximated conformal beam path.

4.2 The dose distribution estimation

The dose distribution estimation highly relies on dose distribution measure-
ment quality. The measurements are retrieved from the RayPhysics soft-
ware, where machine commissioning can be performed. The measurements
are performed in a water phantom, which have approximately the same ra-
diation interaction properties as tissue.

The build-up region closest to the radiation source represents a small part
of the entire beam and thus ignored for the fitting of the depth dose distri-
bution. As long as the irradiated region is deeper than the build-up region,
depth dose fit will be acceptable as a reference dose for the optimization
function.
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The dose profile distribution is fitted as a Heaviside function and the penum-
bra region is ignored for algorithm simplifications and computational time
improvements. The dose profile distribution fit might a↵ect target coverage
since too high dose declination might be demanded when the fit is used as
a reference dose distribution for the optimization function. The target cov-
erage can be altered by displacing the Heaviside function and thus demand
di↵erent dose.

Outside the conformal beam paths, the dose is zero according to the dose
profile distribution fit. The step-function fit inside beam path regions cre-
ates poorly estimated dose values in relatively small regions while the region
with poorly estimated dose values is relatively large outside all the confor-
mal beam paths. The consequence can be seen in the optimization function
as absurd demands on dose declination outside the conformal beam paths,
and the dose value estimation is therefore altered as described in section
2.1.5.

One key assumption about the dose distribution is that each beam con-
tributes with target dose divided by the number of beams in the isocenter.
This assumption will not be true for all plans but if beams contribute with
dose very unequally, the beams are not maximally utilized and the beam
set-up might need adjustments. The assumption is thus estimated to be an
accurate description of the real beam dose contribution.

The estimated dose distribution is di�cult to evaluate directly, but can
secondarily be evaluated by optimization function evaluation.

4.3 Radiation interaction optimization function

The basic idea in this thesis was to apply a maximum function with a very
low reference dose to every voxel outside all conformal beam paths. This
gave satisfactory results except for when beams were positioned so that
beam paths coincided, resulting in beams having regions stretching along
the entire z direction of the beam where the function did not increase for
higher dose (since the region is inside a target projection). Consequently,
the MLC leaves controlling the dose in these areas tended to retract and the
result was somewhat absurd treatment plans with poor target conformity.
To control the beam path in regions with overlapping beams as well, the
radiation interaction function was implemented.
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One goal of the optimization function is to penalize beam paths larger than
the target outline and not micromanaging the dose in every voxel. Beam
paths larger than the ideal set by the target projections are identified by
voxels absorbing significantly higher dose than estimated. Hence, the opti-
mization function is defined mathematically as a maximum function since
dose deviations from the reference dose is more strictly penalized if the
reference dose is low. Other mathematical definitions of the functions are
possible but not evaluated in this thesis.

The optimization function could possible be even more hindered from mi-
cromanaging the dose in every voxel by making the function beam specific.
The optimization function then optimizes the dose distribution from the
specified beams, which is possible in RayStation but not evaluated in this
thesis. However, it is desirable to control dose values inside the beam path
to some extent since too strong intensity modulation can be controlled.

The computational time for finding the conformal beam paths and the dose
distribution evaluation is rather long but the computational time di↵erence
between the functions will be nonexistent if the radiation interaction func-
tion is implemented similarly to the other functions in RayStation.

4.3.1 Optimization function impact

The treatment plans achieved with the radiation interaction optimization
function have increasing conformity with increasing weight, which can be
seen in the DVHs in figure 3.3. The target coverage is impaired with in-
creasing function weight. This result is not surprising since the function
does not demand exactly the physically possible dose distribution, but only
strives to do so.

A radiation interaction treatment plan essentially not a↵ecting PTV cov-
erage is regarded in figures 3.4,3.6 and 3.5. A seen from the dose simula-
tions in figure 3.5, the dose is removed along the beam paths compared to
the non-conformal treatment plan. The dose is occasionally increased while
comparing the two plans. However, this occurs in regions inside the beam
path and the higher dose is probably needed for increased PTV coverage.
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4.3.2 Optimization function weight dependency

By finding the weight achieving equal conformity compared to PTV cov-
erage impairment for both the radiation interaction function and the dose
fall o↵ function, the weight dependency can be evaluated by increasing both
function specific weights equally and observing conformity trends. The con-
formity is measured by observing the average dose in the 2 cm wall ROI and
a decrement of the average dose is interpreted as a conformity increment.
Since the 2 cm wall ROI DVH is approximately linear for all weights, the
average dose is a good indication of conformity.

The cost of conformity compared to D98 impairment is approximately the
same for both function, see figure 3.7. Increasing radiation interaction
weight has higher impacts, which might be a result of higher demands on
fall o↵ at the target edge. The fall o↵ function demands the desirable tar-
get dose at the target edge and the radiation interaction function demands
half of that on the target edge. This means that the radiation interaction
function is more weight dependent than the dose fall o↵ function.

The cost of conformity compared to D2 impairment is also approximately
the same for both functions, see figure 3.8. The D2 impairment of the dose
fall o↵ function has a limit since the function suppresses the dose inside the
beam and too high dose in the target is hard to achieve. The radiation
interaction function do not demand this as much and higher D2 impairment
is the result.

In summary, the cost of conformity compared to D2-D98 impairment is
also approximately the same for both functions, see figure 3.9.

4.4 The limited data

The evaluation of the radiation interaction optimization function is based
on:

• One prostate cancer patient case

• One treatment machine

• One coplanar beam set, meaning altering gantry angles within the
beam set but constant couch angles.

• No wedges are utilized, meaning no shearing of the dose distribution

Other target geometries, beam set ups or beam specific dose distributions
might result in altered function performance. Further evaluation must be
performed before general conclusions about function performance can be
drawn.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The new conformity function called the radiation interaction function achieves
conformity by demanding conformal beam paths in a prostate cancer treat-
ment case. The function is more weight dependent than the dose fall o↵
function, but yet advantageous to use in treatment planning. The impact
of the human factor is reduced since the radiation interaction optimization
function automatically specifies the possible dose distribution declination.
Thus, the treatment planner do not have to estimate appropriate dose dec-
lination demands by hand, which is the case when the dose fall o↵ function
is utilized.

The dose distribution demanded by the radiation function might be too low
at the target outline in the current implementation. This can be adjusted
to allow higher dose at the target outline or to allow lower and achieving
higher conformity with target over-dosage, which may be useful in stereo-
tactic radiation therapy.

The function is evaluated on limited data and need further evaluation on
more patient cases and beam settings before general conclusions can be
drawn.

In summary, trying to achieve conformal beam paths is concluded to be
a promising approach to achieve conformity. However, the implementation
of translating dose to conformal beam path shapes need further evaluation
and has potential to be improved.
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Chapter 6

Proposal for future work

6.1 Function implementation improvement

• Examining the e↵ect of enabling beam specific optimization with the
function is recommended future work.

• The current version of the optimization function does not work for
plans where wedges are placed in the beams, which probably is easy
to add as a capability.

6.2 Spatial dose gradient

To avoid specifying a certain appropriate dosage in the entire surrounding
tissue, the spatial dose derivative can be evaluated. Inside the conformal
beam path, the dose distribution declines with depth approximately expo-
nentially and in the penumbra region, the dose distribution declines very
quickly with the x and y machine coordinates. Consequently, the beam
shape can be evaluated by calculating spatial dose derivative, since the
penumbra region can be identified from the high spatial derivative. By
stating that derivatives higher than an exponential derivative is associated
with penumbra regions and demanding that those derivatives only can oc-
cur in regions adjacent to the conformal beam path, conformity might be
controlled. Two potential methods are suggested:

• The penumbra width can be defined outside the conformal beam path
and the spatial dose derivative can be evaluated in those regions in
the optimization function.

• The dose distribution estimated for the radiation interaction optimiza-
tion function can be utilized as a mapping of regions where the spatial
dose derivative drastically changes and consequently the penumbra
regions are found, see figure 3.2 of the regions with high spatial dose
derivative between the dose value plateaus.
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